V PATHFINDER CAMPOREE
SOUTH AMERICAN DIVISION
“The Best Adventure”

CAMPOREE ALPHA
January 8-13, 2019

CAMPOREE OMEGA
January 15-20, 2019

www.camporeesouthamerican.org
campori.dsa@adventistas.org
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MESSAGE FROM OUR LEADER
Dear Pathfinder,
Being a Pathfinder is more than just an activity or experience; it is a lifestyle. It is a way of living.
How many stories could we tell others about the blessings received from God while camping, next to a fire or in a
camporee!
I am praying for the Clubs and Pathfinders, for this to be an unforgettable, great, encouraging, and dynamic
Camporee. Above all, that it may be the beginning of thousands of decisions made for Jesus Christ. I ask you to
pray for me also.
Do not forget that we have scheduled meeting. Close to 100,000 campers will be there, and you cannot miss it!
Big hug!
Pr. Udolcy Zukowski
South American Division
Pathfinders and Adventurers Club Ministries Director
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ABOUT THE CAMPOREE
S

DATE AND PLACE
The South American Camporee, The Best Adventure, will take places in two editions: Alpha and Omega.
These two editions will have the same program, activities and representatives from all the 16 South
American Unions, and some international delegations. To have more information about the place, click here.
Alpha edition: January 8-13, 2019.
Omega Edition: January 15-20, 2019.

PARTICIPANTS
80.000 Pathfinders and 10.000 leaders and pastors from the support teams.

PHILOSOPHY














Pathfinders are the center. They are the focus of the Camporee;
The sermon is more important than the program;
The meetings and programs should be visible for all the Pathfinders;
Decisions for Jesus are more important than a trophy;
Administration/Staff and Pathfinders, try to reduce stress as much as possible during the Camporee;
The activities must make an impression in the life of the pathfinders;
The points will be 80%, achieved at the local church;
Creative and relevant events;
Less competition and more cooperation;
Food for the support staff follows the same philosophy as the Club’s: vegetarian, delicious and natural;
Encourage and develop creative drills, and formation of drum corps;
Christian standard for the “Battle cry";
The Camporee should cause a local impact through community projects and missionaries that make a
difference.

CAMPOREE OBJECTIVES
1. Motivate each Pathfinder to live his or her best adventure by following Jesus.
2. Inspire teenagers and leaders for the service of the Lord, preservation of nature and practical services to
the community.
3. Provide each participant with the adventure of making new and good friends.
4. Strengthen in the teenager the adventure of being a pathfinder.
5. Make this camp an opportunity to increase the knowledge, the experiences and the exchange of
information among clubs from different countries.
6. Create friendship with Pathfinders from the eight countries of the South American Division.
7. Provide clubs with the opportunity to gain experience in an ecological camp, valuing activities such as
recycling and renewable energy.
8. Conduct a general evaluation of the all the clubs.
9. Strengthen mental, physical and spiritual capacities through Camporee events and activities.
10. Teach each pathfinder to coexist with other clubs in harmony and without rivalries.
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TEAMS AND COORDINATION
TEAM SAD – GENERAL COORDINATOR
Udolcy Zukowski
COORDINATORS
Advisers

FIELD
SAD

Financial coordinator
Secretary of pathfinders
Lawyer

SAD
SAD
SAD

PERSONS
Erton Köhler - President
Edward Heidinger - Secretary
Marlon Lopes - Treasurer
Telson Vargas
Tânia Fanti
Augusto Rocha

CLUB MINISTRIES TEAM – ASSOCIATE COORDINATORS
UNION
AUC
BUM
CBUC
CUM
WCBUM
EUM

RESPONSIBLE
Alejandro Brunelli
Alfredo Santa Cruz
Ronaldo Arco
Juan Fernandez
Joni Oliveira
Manuel Melo

UNION
EaBUM
NBUM
NeBUM
NwBUM
PUCM

RESPONSIBLE
Alceu de Assis Filho
Eduardo Batista
Rafael Santos
Lelis Silva
Heberson Licar

UNION
NPUM
SPUM
SBUC
SeBUC
UUCM

RESPONSIBLE
Ivay Araujo
Sosthenes Andrade
Aryel de Paula
José Venefrides Mathias
Mosconi

GENERAL SECRETARIAT
General Secretary – Tânia Fanti
TEAM
Secretaries
Union

FIELD
AUC
BUM
CBUC
CUM
WCBUM
EUM

RESPONSIBLE
Nancy Khalil
Martha Ribera
Zenia Moura
Jaqueline Vega
Dione Martins
Cecilia Escalante

FIELD
EaBUM
NBUM
NeBUM
NwBUM
PUCM

RESPONSIBLE
Patricia Santiago
Marcia Martins
Daniele Silva
Edlyn Oliveira
David Santiago

FIELD
NPUM
SPUM
SBUC
SeBUC
UUCM

RESPONSIBLE
Sara Rivera
Elizabeth Furtado
Miriã Belli
Suellen Costa
Josue Acosta

COSTS
UNION
AUC
BUM
CUM
EUM

U$
47.00
47.00
38.00
33.00

UNION
CBUC
WCBUM
EaBUM
NBUM

COUNTRY
Central Brazil Union Conference
West Central Brazil Union Mission
East Brazil Union Mission
North Brazil Union Mission

R$
197.00
197.00
170.00
170.00

47.00

NeBUM

Northeast Brazil Union Mission

170.00

NPUM

COUNTRY
Argentina Union Conference
Bolivia Union Mission
Chile Union Mission
Ecuador Union Mission
Paraguay Union of Churches
Mission
North Peru Union Mission

38.00

NwBUM

Northwest Brazil Union Mission

SPUM

South Peru Union Mission

38.00

SBUC

South Brazil Union Mission

UUCM

Uruguay Union of Churches
Mission

47.00

SeBUC

Southeast Brazil Union Mission

170.00
R$
197.00
R$
197.00

PUCM

ID

International Delegation

$ 60.00

PayPal
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PLACE
PLACE - LOCATION
Parque do Peão - Os Independentes - Barretos – SP - Brazil
Address: Km 428 da Rodovia Brigadeiro Faria Lima – SP 326

Coordinates
Latitude 20°33'26" South
Longitude 48°34'04" West

Climate
In January, the temperature varies from
30 to 40 degrees Celsius, with heavy
showers of rain expected.
AIRPORTS NEXT BARRETOS - SP
100 km
125 km
340 km
435 km

São José do Rio Preto - SJP
Ribeirão Preto - RAO
Campinas - VCP
Guarulhos - GRU

OGRAM
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PROGRAM
CAMPOREE – ALPHA
Start: January 8, 2019 – 7:30 pm
Closure: January 13, 2019 – 8:00 am

CAMPOREE SAD – OMEGA
Start: January 15, 2019 – 7:30 pm
Closure: January 20, 2019 – 8:00 am

INFORMATION
1. The Sabbath School Lesson used will be the Junior Lesson.
2. The Sabbath School program on Saturday morning will be conducted by Club members.
3. Each Pathfinder must be instructed to carry his/her Bible to all programs. The use of the Bible will be
inspected being worth points.
4. The use of whistles, drums, flutes, horns or other sound devices shall not be permitted in the main arena;
5. The use of laser pointers, flash, fireworks or similar, rods or cans of colored smoke during the
programming is strictly prohibited during the Camporee. The use of any object disturbing the projections
and program will be considered as discipline infraction.
6. All meetings will be held outdoors. No stools or chairs will be allowed in the stands. Only Clubs that will be
in the center of the Arena may bring stools.
7. There is possibility of heavy rain during the Camporee. Therefore, each Pathfinder should always carry a
raincoat, and each tent should keep the mattresses and backpacks in plastic bags during the day.
8. The Program shall be carried out in Portuguese alternating to Spanish several times. There will be a
simultaneous translation system, broadcasted by FM Radio. Therefore, each Pathfinder should be
encouraged to bring a portable FM Radio with headphones.

CAROUSEL OF ACTIVITIES
CAROUSEL OF ACTIVITIES
Each day of the Camporee shall be of specific activities, which we will call Carousel. Each Union will have one
or two days of off-site activities.
Depending on the carousel of activities, it will be a morning for Projects and an afternoon at the specific
water park, identified by a color.
1. EVENTS
- 8 Events
- Pathfinders’ Drum Corp Competition
- Creative Drill Team Competition
2. INSPECTION AND VISITS
- Inspection of Pathfinder uniform and camping
- Visits: Museum and Time Tunnel
3. IMPACT BARRETOS AND OLÍMPIA
Community and missionary projects will be carried out in the cities of Barretos and Olímpia.
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ARRIVAL AT CAMP
ARRIVAL
V Camporee SAD – ALPHA
The campground at Parque do Peão will be
available for arrival or load-in on
January 8, 2019 at 4:00 am.

V Camporee SAD – OMEGA
The campground at Parque do Peão will be
available for arrival or load-in on
January 15, 2019 at 4:00 am.

SECURITY
The security of the park area will be coordinated by a security team (Pathfinders and Adventists Youth) and
by the Military Police.
Professional Security
A private company will be hired to take care of all entrances.

IDENTIFICATION
The individual identification system that will be used in the Camporee is the vinyl wristband, depending on
the function at the time of registration.
Each participant will receive an identification wristband on the Camporee:
1. Different colors depending on the carousel of activities: Club, Field, Union, Guest, Staff, etc.
2. It shall not be allowed to circulate on the Camporee without the identification wristband.
3. In case of loss of wristband, a fee of $30.00 shall be paid to replace it.
4. In case of damage due to events, present the damaged wristband, which will be automatically replaced.

UNIFORM
During the Camporee, our uniforms, official and field ones, will be used, according to the following
guidelines:
1. The official uniform will be used at the opening ceremony, investiture ceremony and on Saturday
morning.
2. The field uniform (Conference or Mission) should be used in community projects and closure.
3. The uniform of Club activities may be used at other times of the Camporee.
4. One hundred percent of the Club needs to have the full official uniform and uniform of Field activities.

ELECTRICAL POWER
The electric voltage is 220. There are no adaptors in the Clubs’ campground, and irregular connections will
not be allowed. There will be exclusive light spots in the road and in the entrance to the Clubs.

CAMPGROUND
Each campground must have a main entrance, identified with the name of the Club, City, State, Country,
Conference/Mission and Union.
Arrange the masts for the Pathfinder and Club flags. If they wish, they can have the flags of the City, State,
etc.
Inside, the camping area shall be divided by units, correctly identified. The name of the campers should be
identified on the side of each tent, in a creative way.
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The camping area should include:
a. The signaling and demarcation;
b. Place to hang wet clothes. It shall not be allowed to use the ropes of the tents or the signal lines for this;
c. Place to put shoes;
d. Place for trash;
e. Tents armed in an orderly manner, considering that: Stakes should be well placed
The ropes should be well stretched out, ropes that cause some risk of tripping should be marked with
colored paper or strings.
The responsibility of each registered Club is:
a. Install and equip your camp properly;
b. Confirm that each participant has a photo ID;
c. Have the travel list;
d. Install the kitchen safely;
e. Take care of your Pathfinders and your campground;
f. Transportation of the Club to the Camporee and during its activities;
g. Submit required forms duly completed;
h. Take any other material that is necessary for the activities of the Club during the Camporee.
It is forbidden to cross the fences or to cut trees or bamboos from the Park since the installation of the camp
until the end of the Camporee.
Each Club will have to provide its own security, to operate within the Club area, will also be responsible for
receiving the inspection teams, at any time. General safety will have no responsibility for the internal area of
each camp.
The cleaning of the camp area will be under the responsibility of the Club.
WHAT TO BRING
So you do not forget anything important, here is a checklist to help you:
Each Club in general:
a. Flags: Pathfinder flag with the name of the Club; Club flag,
with its colors and shield; from the country of origin of the Club.
b. Unit Guidon;
c. First Aid kits;
d. Chairs for Pathfinders;
e. Rain coats for each participant;
f. Material for the camping area.
Each participant
a. Bible and Youth Sabbath School Lesson;
b. Personal documents and travel authorization;
c. Hat, cap and sunscreen;
d. Umbrella or raincoat;
e. Pen (one for each participant of the Club);
f. Insignia, pins and souvenirs to exchange and display.

What not to bring
These items are forbidden:
a. Animals;
b. Sound equipment;
c. Televisions;
d. Electronic games;
e. Fireworks or similar;
f. Laser pointers.
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MEDICAL/FIRST AID
FIRST AID - CLUB
Each Club must maintain a First Aid Box with the following basic items:
Disposable gloves
Alcohol 70%
Povidone-iodine aqueous solution (antiseptic)
Analgesic
Analgesic ointment (gel)
Saline solution
Micropore/Adhesive tape
Nebacetin ointment
Adhesive bandages
Antiallergic ointment
Cotton
Sunscreen
Gauze roller bandages
Repellent
Antipyretic
***Each Club must consider the amount required for the number of campers.
There will be a Central Hospital and medical posts at strategic points of the Park. The medical team
according to the medical record filled in the registration system will evaluate each case; this will be the
database of each registered camper.

VENDORS
The Camporee will have spaces (booths) that will be for sales. Those interested will have to pay attention to
the rules stablished by the general coordination for vendors and exhibitors. Information and the approved
list will be available on the website.
PROCESS
1. Send an email to campori.dsa@adventistas.org from February 1 to February 28, giving information about
the booth at the Camporee in order to receive the guidelines (emails received prior or after this date will
be ignored). You will have to provide the name of the responsible company, phone number and type of
products that will be sold.
2. Await the answer to the email with the forms, the rules and prices of the booths.
3. Send an email attaching the filled form.
4. Await the answer for approval, after the Division’s meeting in September, 2018.
5. Those approved will receive a contract and payment schedule according to the chosen booth.
6. The vendors will only be allowed to arrive at the Camporee to get the stand ready beginning on January
6, 2019.
RULES
1. The Official Providers will have the exclusivity to merchandize the items and materials related to the
Pathfinders and Adventurers Club Ministries – Manuals, Uniform Specification Manual, Honors, and
uniform and investiture materials.
2. Selling Division Camporee badges (1984/1994/2005/2014/2019) or imitations of said badges without the
express authorization of SAD will not be allowed.
3. The sale of camouflaged material of any color or nature will not be allowed: T-shirts, trousers, gifts, etc.
4. Soft drinks, alcoholic beverages, knives or sharp objects will not be allowed to be sold.
5. Promotion products with unauthorized logos will not be allowed.
6. Every interested party and vendor must know the rules regarding the use of the Pathfinders and
Adventurers Ministries logos.
7. Non-official vendors will not be allowed to sell or rent booths at the SAD Camporee, even to sell other
type of products.
8. Those participants who fail to comply with the rules will be civil and legally punished.
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INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION - INTERNATIONAL DELEGATION
There will be two types of registration: individual and group. In the case of a group, they should submit the
letter of recommendation from the Pathfinder Director of the local conference.
GENERAL GUIDELINES
1. This form is intended for international registration, exclusively for countries that do not belong to the
South American Division territory.
2. Only active members of the Seventh-day Adventist Church can be registered, willing to honor the rules
established by the V Camporee and to accept the authority of leaders, staff, volunteers and people
responsible for the security of the event.
3. It is the responsibility of each registered individual to provide insurance, transportation and transfer.
4. The Camporee will have translation service into English, Spanish and Portuguese by FM radio.
5. The nearest airports to the Camporee are: Guarulhos – GRU (450 km)/ São José do Rio Preto - SJP (90
km), Ribeirão Preto - RAO (130 km).
6. The international camping reserves a 10m2 space per participant.
7. Alpha and Omega editions will have the same programs and approximately 50,000 people in each event.
8. Groups should attach a letter of recommendation from the Field Leaders to which they belong.
COSTS
Registration: U$ 60
Food: U$ 90 = A total of 16 meals – from Tuesday’s lunch to Sunday’s breakfast at the BIG COZINHA – Selfservice mobile restaurant with buffet service.
REGISTRATION PROCESS
1. Choose which edition of Camporee you will attend.
2. Choose Individual or Group registration.
3. Provide all requested information.
4. Wait for an e-mail to make the payment via PayPal (credit card).

SOUTH AMERICAN DIVISION
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